Reduce default rates by connecting with your students through the powerful people-finding tool:
**LexisNexis® Comprehensive Person Reports—SmartLinx®**

LexisNexis® Comprehensive Person Reports—SmartLinx® gives you new power to see connections between people, businesses, locations and assets so you can find your students faster to provide effective delinquency and default counseling.

**SmartLinx is a powerful, easy-to-use investigative tool.** A single search combs through billions of public records, finding names, addresses, phone numbers and other information and establishing logical connections among people, locations and businesses.

LexisNexis® provides unique power to:
- Start your analysis with as little or as much information as you have
- Quickly locate connections between people, businesses, assets, and locations among billions of public records
- Easily link to the original source document to verify the information
- Instantly identify potential associations with parents, grandparents, neighbors and much more

SmartLinx quickly and accurately locates and associates links between people, businesses, assets and locations that would normally take hours or days to gather and cross-reference.

It analyzes each record to determine that the linked entities—regardless of possible spelling, formatting or other variations—are actually the same.

As a result, you may be able to:
- Provide your students with information to help avoid falling into the debt trap
- Reduce student loan defaults
- Avoid limitations on participation in the loan programs due to excessive cohort default rates (CDR)
- Let your future students benefit from Title IV Student Financial Assistance Program
- Increase your school’s success by having an effective Default Prevention Program

For more information, call **800-227-9597 ext. 54846** or email us at academic.services@lexisnexis.com.

Due to the nature of the origin of public record information, the public records and commercially available data sources used in reports may contain errors. Source data is sometimes reported or entered inaccurately, processed poorly or incorrectly, and is generally not free from defect. This product or service aggregates and reports data, as provided by the public records and commercially available data sources, and is not the source of the data, nor is it a comprehensive compilation of the data. Before relying on any data, it should be independently verified.